




Communication: 
Since this is a middle school program and not a recreation league--- students will need to be 
responsible for relaying information to parents and getting the proper paperwork home. All of 
this information is backed up on school website. We are typically a paperless team-since our 
experience shows that kids leave the paperwork behind . 

Please respect that as coaches - we are teachers first and coaches second. If you leave an 
email or phone message after our prep time-we may not have time to get back to you until 
practice is over or the next school day. We juggle our teaching responsibilities first during the 
day and then coaching responsibilities. If you have a question or concern please try to talk to 
us after practice. 

Remind-To receive team updates directly to your phone, use the code  BMSXC2017. We 
encourage both parents and athletes to sign up for this communication tool. Download the 
Remind App or text @bmsxc2017 to 81010. If you use the Remind app, you are able to send 
messages to the coaches.

Parent Volunteers: 

Snack Parents: We need a parent will to organize this for us. We would love to 
have: oranges, granola bars, breakfast bars, and the small Gatorade (12 fluid ounce size) or 
water. We will let you know approximately how many we will need per meet. We keep some 
snacks on hand for after school if kids did not eat a lunch. We also have parents that randomly 
will email coaches to bring freezer pops for after practice on hot days. 

Tent- We will be assigning tent duty to athletes this year unless we have a parent willing to 
help. If you have an alternate transportation you will not be able to leave until the tent is 
packed up and loaded on bus. If you have a conflict you may trade with another athlete. Last year 
it ended up being the same few that helped and we need to share the responsibility. The student 
athlete will need to arrive a 10 minutes before the expected bus arrival to help with retrieval and 
loading of tent and tarps. If it is their turn for tarps/tents and the covers ire wet, they will need to 
bring them home and dry them out-and return at next practice. 

Timers/Recorders- We will provide on the job training for whatever job you would 
prefer. Ideally, it would be nice to have a parent of a girl help keep times for the boys and vice 
versa-this way parents can watch their own child beginning of the season is always difficult for 
all of us as we get names and faces of athletes together. We will not always get every athletes 
time at the meet but we can look the times up online that we miss. Once you see the finish of a 
middle school meet you will have a greater understanding of this with a large team. 

Record Parent: When we have 70-80 athletes sorting through the stats takes a great deal of 
time. We will have a few errors (human nature). We would love it if two parents would like to 
double check the spreadsheets and help us out. We could have one parent take girls and one 
take boys this way you can watch your own child run. 

Fundraising Parent- Last year we had a goal to get new uniforms and tents-which we 
accomplished from fundraising and the school. This year we would like to get 2 coolers on wheels 
and tent sidewalls (approximately $275 per wall as of March 201

\ We will use the walls on rainy 
or windy days. We would like to have a Car Wash(August 191

\ 

Kana Ice (at time trial scrimmage-August 11th), City Barbecue (August 251\ If you would like to 
head up one of these events let us know. Last year we found them to be quick and easy. We have 
moved the dates to early in the season in hopes of being able to have side walls before colder 
meets. 



Picture Parents-We have relied on parents to take pictures of all the athletes and submit them 
to us on a DVD weekly for the Banquet slide show. We have had students pull the slide show 
together for the team. 

Post Season Record Cards- This is a pretty easy job if we get one parent from each grade 
level. The time cards can be kept updated after each meet. We try to get an active meet 
picture of each athlete at a meet. 

Ritter's Ice Cream- Oct. 12th- We will have a short warm up for practice then run to Ritter's. 
We need four parents to help with transporting backpacks up to Ritter's. Parents will pick up 
from practice at Ritter's on this nig�t instead of Rotary. 

Banquet- Help with organizing items for the end of the season desert banquet. The banquet 
will be on Tuesday, Oct. 1?1h at Coy. (tentative) 

T-Shirts and Sweatshirts (this is also a fundraiser)
We will do a one time order of Beavercreek Cross Country Shirts and apparel. Athletes are only 
required to get a t-shirt. We are going to try and have shorts on the form that are exactly like our 
uniforms if you would like an additional pair. We will be using your email off from final forms to 
relay this information. Please let us know if you do NOT want your email used. All ordering will be 
completed and paid for online with Runner's Plus.

We look forward tp an awesome season!!! 

Sue Pope, Head XC Coach, AMS Teacher 
Aaron Shafor, Assistant XC Coach, Coy Teacher 
Lorne Larson, Assistant XC Coach 
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